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Droylsden Academy is a good school
IN THE NEWS THIS WEEK
World Book Day
Last week, the Academy held a number of activities and competitions to celebrate the joy of reading
and in support of World Book Day. One of the more unusual competitions was the invitation to
submit a photograph of yourself reading a book in a somewhat extreme or unconventional manner
and, as can be seen below, students and staff rose to the challenge! Mia Hopkinson can be seen
relaxing with a good book in the Dentist’s chair, whilst Mr Royle is turning a few pages at the top of
Mount Snowdon and Mrs Fernandez has chosen a ‘chilling’ novel to read in her ice cave! Elsewhere,
Mrs Ormerod can be found with her favourite book up in a tree whilst Rory Hand is reading to his
hamsters and Zach Devlin has just got out of the swimming pool.
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Finally, Mr Palmer and Zach (again!) combine reading with travel and Abass Alenezi enjoys a P.E.
lesson with his favourite book!

Meanwhile, away from the bizarre and unconventional, students from across the Academy really
enjoyed the competition to guess and name the ‘Book, Character or Author’ from the five clues they
were given, one of them being the ‘wonderful’ costumes that the English Department were wearing!
The competition generated a real buzz in the English Open Zone with £10 Vouchers going to Evie
Quinlan, Brogan Carter and Ruben Mistry, the first three students with correct entries out of the
hat.
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Away from the English Open Zone, students from Albion House displayed their reading books aloft
whilst forming the letters ‘WBD’ in celebration of World Book Day!

Thank you to those students who entered the competition to write their
own book review and congratulations to Molly Nash, the winner, who
won a £20 voucher for her submission. An extract of Molly’s review of one
of her favourite books, ‘The Sun is also a Star’ by Nicola Yoon, can be
found below.
‘The story of this book is so beautiful, and so beautifully written. It's hard to believe so much can
change in a day, but I think that there are so many things to learn from this book. The universe is a
strange thing and this book gave an alternative view of the world and how things happen that I think
many people wouldn't stop to consider. The story itself was an original and gripping tale of classic
teen romance. I couldn't put it down. I loved the characters and was absolutely heartbroken by the
ending. It shows how the little things matter. What might seem small to you can mean a lot to
others. I know this was just a book, but it was quite impactful for me; seeing how different people see
the world. I saw the views of someone who sticks to facts contrasting with the views of someone who
believes in fate and is a hopeless romantic. I would recommend this book to anyone who enjoys
romance, reading or learning about different cultures and other things you wouldn't usually think
about.’
Last but not least, thank you to students from Years 7 to 9 who
designed and executed their ideas in creating an artistic
representation of a book or character! The standard of entries
was really high but we are delighted to announce that the overall
winners of a £25 Voucher were Tida Badjie Sane and Maria
Oprea for their 3D model of Professor Snape’s ‘Potions Lab’.
Congratulations also go to Zahraa Suleman, in second place and
winner of a £15 Voucher, for her 3D box model and cards and to
Demi-Leigh Bellis, in third prize and winner of a £10 Voucher, for
her Coraline illustration.
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Well done to the following students who also deserve a special mention for their entries too!
Alisha Maryam, Rayah Norris, Sophia Shah, Daisy Eyres,Taira Jabeen, Rachel King, Chloe Canty,
Aadam Shah, Daisy Phethean, Rose McCarty, Laura-Elena Herscovici, Anya Arif, Jensen Mares,
Ruby Wood, Priscilla Joel, Caitlan Skelly, Chau Hoang, Janne Raue-Lewis, Mia Hopkinson, Quyen
Nguyen, Charlie Morris, Saira Khanom and Brogan Williams
Science
This week, 7XE have been investigating solubility whilst the Gardening Club have been planting
potatoes, swiss chard and summer-flowering bulbs in the two new raised beds!
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Photography
This week, the Year 10 GCSE Photography Group visited Liverpool to photograph some of the iconic
buildings in the City Centre and along the waterfront. The students will know edit and ‘photoshop’
their photographs for their coursework portfolios. The photo below shows the group ‘on location’!

Back in school, the Year 11 GCSE Group have been inspired by professional ‘Product Photographer’
Oliver Howells and have been developing their own product advertisements. Thank you to Usama
Khan, Lukas Hall and Edward Bradley for submitting examples of their work for Newsflash.
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Equality
This week, students from our Equality Group attended a working lunch to organise an Inter-House
Quiz linked to Black History. The Group are also planning a session with representatives from the
organisation ‘Show Racism the Red Card’ who will be visiting the Academy in April.

Food and Nutrition (and Maths!)
In Food and Nutrition, students from Year 9 had an ‘eggcellent’ time this week using different
techniques to coagulate their proteins (frying, poaching, boiling and scrambling to the rest of us!),
whilst Year 11 have been getting down to their revision.
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And in Maths, a group of students attended a revision session in the kitchen where they applied
their knowledge of ratios and proportion to make pancakes! All the student worked really hard on
both the theoretical and practical side of the session although, apparently, they are yet to perfect
the art of pancake flipping!
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Year 11 Parent Teacher Evening
The Academy would like to thank those parents and carers who attended last week’s Year 11 Parent
Teacher Evening, we hope that meeting your child’s teachers was useful and informative Thank you
also to Molly Nash, Eunice Sarpong and Rory Hand who staffed Reception throughout the evening,
signing in parents and carers and welcoming them to the Academy.

Of the parents who filled in an Academy questionnaire during the evening:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

98% of them agreed that their child was happy at school;
100% felt that their child feels safe at school;
96% felt that the school ensures student behaviour is good;
100% agreed that the Academy had high expectations of their child;
100% felt that their child was doing well;
95% agreed that the Academy lets them know how their child is doing;
98% felt that there was a good range of subjects for their child to study;
95% agreed that their child can take part in clubs and activities;
96% felt that the Academy supports their child’s wider personal development; and
100% would recommend the Academy to another parent.

Sporting Success
Congratulations to Maisy-Lea Wild from Year 7 who competed in
this year’s Tameside Gymnastics competition and was awarded the
Silver Medal overall, a fantastic achievement!
Maisy-Lea competed and was placed in the following disciplines:
The Beam
Gold Medal
The Vault
Silver Medal
Floor and Uneven Bars Bronze Medal
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The Electives and our Co-Curricular Programme
This week, some of the Year 7 students following
the Sport pathway played Hockey, whilst others
following the Outdoor Education pathway
started a course about fishing!

In addition to the Electives, the table below shows
the other co-curricuar clubs, activities and
opportunities currently on offer at the Academy!
Why not get involved?
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Primary School Maths Battle!
Last week, students from Years 5 and 6 from Manchester Road, Fairfield Road and St Mary's
competed in the Droylsden School's Partnership Battle of the Primaries! The competition consisted
of three rounds; the first round was a maths relay race, the second round was a conventional quiz
and in the final round, students had to ‘beat the buzzer’ by answering ‘quick fire’ questions. It was a
very close competition but the victors on the day were Fairfield Road. Well done to everyone who
took part and we hope that you enjoyed yourselves as much as we did!

STUDENT OF THE WEEK
Congratulations to Daniel Thompson from Year 8 and Lovisa Boakye and Jennifer Astle from Year 11
who have all been nominated as Student of the Week.

Daniel has been nominated as ‘Philosopher of the Week’ as he consistently works hard in his
Religious Studies and Life Skills lessons and is always polite and considerate. In addition, he always
gives 100%, irrespective of the task in hand, and produces thorough and detailed work. Well done
Daniel, keep working hard and setting the standard for your peers!
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Lovisa has been nominated by the Maths Department as she has made outstanding progress from
her first to her second set of her Pre-Public Examinations. Her recent results reflect her hard work,
resilience and determination to achieve and exceed her target grade and Miss Sheridan, her Maths
teacher, is incredibly proud of her. Well done Lovisa!
Jennifer has been nominated by the English Department as she always works diligently and to the
best of her ability. She produced some impressive responses in her recent Pre-Public Examinations
and her classwork is always of a high standard. Well done Jennifer, Miss Mezzone has been delighted
with your hard work, application and positive attitude!
GCSE COUNTDOWN
Year 11, there are only 7 school weeks left, just 35 days in school, until your first GCSE exam.

CAREERS EDUCATION, INFORMATION AND GUIDANCE
This week, the Library ran a series of lunch time activities and workshops, as detailed below, as part
of National Careers Week!
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

‘What’s your story’, an interactive session focussing on careers in the media.
‘Let’s get talking’, a game aimed at encouraging discussions about your future.
‘Key qualities’, a workshop about the key qualities that increase employability.
‘Dice Games’, games to promote discussion around your skill set.
‘Noise!’, an opportunity to make some noise about yourself!

Student participation has been really good with students from all year groups taking part every day!
The students really enjoyed the sessions on Monday and Tuesday, as can be seen from the photos
below, and Mrs Ormrod particularly enjoyed reading out the facts and information during the Key
Qualities workshop. One thing everyone agreed on was that Leadership, Attendance, Co-operation
and Punctuality are the four key qualities required to enhance employability, not too dissimilar to
the qualities that make a good student! Mr Wilson will also be pleased to know that, when
prompted to give examples of good leaders, his name was up there with the likes of Barrack Obama,
Ghandi, Martin Luther King Jr. and Winston Churchill, very distinguished company indeed!
Everyone who completed a session will receive a certificate and will have already received House
Points for taking part. A special mention must also go to Dylan Gillespie and Sadie Huckle who
completed all five sessions during the week!
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Remember that there is a wealth of information on Careeers Education, Information and Guidance
on the Academy Website and don't forget to regularly enhance your Xello profiles via the student log
in.

REMINDERS AND MESSAGES
National Day of Reflection
On Wednesday 23rd March, we are joining forces with the Marie Curie Charity and taking time to
connect with and support the millions of people who are grieving and remembering the family,
friends, neighbours and colleagues they, and we, have lost over the last two years.
At Droylsden Academy we are going to mark this day by writing letters and/or cards to those we
would like to express our appreciation and understanding to, including parents or carers, teachers,
neighbours, friends and family.
The event will take place in M18, the Humanities Open Area, from 2.35pm on Wednesday 23rd
March. Miss Worsley will provide all the materials you need to create and write your cards and
letter.
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The Voice
The final of the Doylsden Academy ‘The Voice’ competition will take place on Thursday 24th March at
8.00pm in the Atrium and our finalists are:
Ruben Mistry (Year 8)
Lucas Turnbull (Year 9)
Jessica Coombs (Year 11)
Lois Connolly (Year 11)
Favour Otabor (Year 10)
Leanne Houghton (Year 8)
Anna Nwanze (Year 8)
Ben Lees (Year 8)

Tickets are £2 from Student Services so please come along and enjoy the show!
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
The Year 11 Geography Residential Field Trips will take place over the weekends of 18 th to 20th
March and 1st to 3rd April.
The final of ‘The Voice’ will take place on Thursday 24th March.
There is a Year 8 visit to the Lowry Theatre on Thursday 24th March to watch an evening
performance of ‘Animal Farm’.
Parent Teacher Evening for parents/carers of Year 9 students will take place on Thursday 31st March.
The CCF Easter Camp will be taking place at Altcar from Sunday 3rd to Friday 8th April.
We will be breaking up for the Easter Holiday on Friday 8th April.
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EVER THOUGHT ABOUT A CAREER IN TEACHING?

If so, why not ‘Train to Teach’ with us here at The Tame River Teaching & Curriculum Institute
through School Direct in partnership with the everyonelearning@ Hawthorns Kingfisher , Tame River
Teaching and Curriculum Institute.
We are currently recruiting for Biology, Chemistry, Physics, English, Geography, History, Maths, PE
with Ebacc, Art, RE, Computer Science and MFL.
School Direct allows Trusts and schools to request training places directly, select the ITE (Initial
Teacher Education) provider of teacher training they want to work with and agree the content and
focus of the training, in line with national standards for teachers.
Our new Trust, Tame River Educational Trust, plays host to training and placements in very strong
schools (Mossley Hollins High School, Ofsted Outstanding, and Droylsden Academy, Ofsted Good)
and we are working in partnership with other schools in Tameside. Bursaries are available!
For further information please contact e.duggan@tret.org.uk
https://getintoteaching.education.gov.uk/explore-my-options
Apply here https://www.gov.uk/apply-for-teacher-training Course Provider Code 2A1
JOB VACANCIES AT THE ACADEMY

Literacy and Numeracy Specialist
Pay Scale:
Contract:
Closing Date:
Start Date:

MPS/UPS
Full time, Permanent
20th March 2022
September 2022

We are looking to recruit a Literacy and Numeracy Specialist to join our team. As our Literacy and
Numeracy Specialist you will bridge the gap between Key Stage 2 and Key Stage 3, with a focus on
reading, numeracy and literacy to improve student progress and outcomes.
If you are a teacher who
•
•
•

Has an excellent track record
Has sound subject knowledge
Is an excellent classroom practitioner
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•

Is interested in working with a strong and committed faculty within the school
Then this is the ideal opportunity for you.
All candidates must hold QTS (Qualified Teacher Status).

Cook
Pay Scale:
Grade D, Points 7 – 10 (actual starting salary of £14,529)
Contract:
Term Time Only
Hours:
30 hours per week
Closing Date: 27th March 2022
Interview Date: To be confirmed
Start Date:
As soon as possible
We are looking for an experienced School Cook who can create healthy and nutritious meals for our
students in the Academy. You will work under the direction of our Catering Manager and Assistant
Catering Manager alongside a hardworking and dedicated team to uphold our gold standard in
healthy school meals. The working hours for this position are 8.00am to 2.30pm, Monday to Friday.
Interested applicants for either post should complete a Droylsden Academy Application Form and
Equal Opportunities Application Form available on the school website at
https://www.tret.org.uk/vacancies/droylsden-academy-vacancies/
Completed applications should be returned to: hr@droylsdenacademy.com or Human Resources
Department, Droylsden Academy, Manor Road, Droylsden, Manchester, M43 6QD.
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